An analytical study on behavioral-cerebral system activities and alexithymia among drug abused and none drug abused people
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Abstract

**Introduction:** One of the common problems in contemporary world is addiction and its side effects. Dependency and addiction due to drug consumption is a chronic disorder which is followed by cultural, psychological, social, and spiritual effects. The aim of the present research was comparing behavioral-cerebral systems with alexithymia among addictive and normal people.

**Materials and methods:** The statistical population was all referred people to therapy centers of addiction in Ilam among which 40 cases were selected by accessible methods and also 40 cases of normal people without addiction background were selected based on their age, gender, education level, and married conditions by homogeneity procedure. Research method was comparative. Questionnaire of characterization by Wilson and questionnaire of Alexithymia by Toronto were used as research instrument to collect the data. Also, SPSS software and multi variable analysis were used to analysis the collected data.

**Results:** The findings showed that activated systems of behavior and fight-flight in people with addiction background was more than normal people, while behavioral deterrent system activities in normal people was more than people with addiction background (\(P<0.001\)). Also the mean scores of Alexithymia in people with addiction background was significantly more than that of normal people (\(P>0.001\)).

**Conclusion:** So, by identifying people that their behavioral activating system is more active than that of normal ones the risky group can be determined and then they can be benefited from behavioral and educational programs to be prevented from the likelihood of addiction in these groups. Also, cultivating capabilities of control and emotion regulation helps to prevent addiction and also helps people to adopt with changes and stress factors.
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Introduction

Drug consumption and addiction is one of the main concerns and difficulties in contemporary world and since addiction have deterrent effects on society growth, so it is a serious problem. Wallis says: drug addiction is considered as chronic disorders with environmental, cultural, social, behavioral, and spiritual effects (1). The common procedure on addiction in the recent years in the world which is one of the most successful theoretical procedures is the procedure of addiction as a brain disease. With modifying literature on animal studies, Gray in the theory of reinforcement sensitivity introduces a biological paradigm from personality which is including three brain systems. Each system answers various subcategories of reinforcement events in a specific behavioral form. These systems also act by an inter-related separate collection of brain systems which process specific data (2). The first system is behavioral activation system (BSA) that its structure includes several dopaminergic routes and circuits of cortical- striatum and Pulido Thalamic in the brain (CSPT). Neuro anatomy of the forehead cortex system is Amygdala and based basic knots (2) which are activated by pleasant stimulus related to rewards or removing punishment. Two behavioral components of this system are including: active search for reward and active avoidance (punishment avoidance). Sensitivity of this system shows individual early arousal (3). The second system is behavioral inhibition system (BIS) which is the byproduct of activities afferent neuro adrenergic and Serta neuralgic. Neuroanatomy of behavioral punishment system is in hippocampus system, brain stem, and Popes circuit and forehead cortex. These structures lead to arousal increasing and negative affection (3) and have commonalities with anxiety systems. So, BIS system has concordance with anxiety sense, concern, and thought rumination (4). Fight – flight system is the third behavioral- cerebral system that is related to amygdale and hypothalamus (5) which elicits avoidance, Flight, and fear behavior for conditioned and non- conditioned stimulus (6). About addiction, most attention is on behavior activated system. Many studies indicated that behavioral hyperactivity play an important role in alcohol consumption among girls (7), alcohol consumption among men and women (8), cigarette smoking (9) and addiction (10). Although various studies investigated the importance of behavioral activated system in drug abuse, but the role of behavioral inhibition and fight-flight-freeze system (FFFS) is not clear and the findings are contradicted. While some studies indicated that there is a negative relationship between BIS system and drug abuse (11) some others have found no relationship between BIS system and drug abuse (7). Besides cerebral- behavioral activity, among various factors related to drug abuse the outstanding role of emotional problems and disability in the control and regulation of emotions generally and Alexithymia specifically can be indicated. Alexithymia means have problems in emotion and self-regulating; in other words, it means disability in cognitive process of emotion data (12). Alexithymia is a multi-dimension structure including difficulty in identifying the sensations, difficulty in describing the sensations for others and external thought tendency (13), main features of alexithymia are including: disability in retrieving and verbal description of individual emotion, poverty of symbolic think which limited feedback drive, sensations and tendencies, disability in using sensation as sign of emotional problems, abstract thinking about negligible realities, decreasing the remembrance of dreams, difficulty in the distinction between exciting modes and
physical senses, formal appearance, lacking emotional modes of face, limited capacity for self-awareness and empathy (14). Alexithymia is lacking in process understanding and emotion description which leads to preparedness of some people to drug addiction (15), also the (15) emotions of addictive people is similar to that of children and is in preverbal level and their injured cognitive capacity leads to lacking in process understanding, depression, and anxiety (15). In this condition, capacity of delaying reaction to skills is low and so a type of contradiction between the individual and environment is increased and the individual frequently experience stress while facing emotion (15). The finding of keen (14), Lindsay and Siaroochi (16), Hamidi, Rostami, Farhoodi and Abdolmanafi (15) Delvar showed that there is a significant difference between the three subcategories of mode alexithymia in addictive and normal people. Also, Thorbrg, Yong, Silvan and Lyvers (16) in their study indicate that there is a direct relationship between alcohol consumption and alexithymia. Regarding these factors, disorders of behavioral-cerebral systems and disability in the controlling and regulation of emotions play an important role in tendency toward drug consumption, so the present research was done aiming at comparing behavioral-cerebral systems with alexithymia among addictive and normal people in Ilam.

Materials and methods

The present research was a post event research and its procedure was causative-comparative in which two groups, addictive people and normal one, were compared in view of behavioral-cerebral systems and alexithymia. In causative-comparative researches, the main aim is investigating the probability of relationship between variables by observing results and exact investigating of the data to find accurate causative variables (17). Research population is including all affected people referred to therapy centers of addiction in the city of Ilam.

Research sample and sampling method:

Research sample was including 40 addictive people that their background were recorded in addiction centers and 40 normal people without addiction background which were selected by accessible method and they were homogenized based on their age, gender, education level, and married conditions. In comparative-causative method each subcategory must include at least 15 cases.

Research instrument: The questionnaire of characterization by Gray-Nelson was used which includes 120 cases among which 40 items were considered for each variable of inhibition system, behavioral activation, and fight avoidance. Each of these categories has two factors, 20 items were considered for each factor. Behavioral activate system is including two factors of turned and active avoidance, inhibition system is including two factors of passive avoidance and silence and the system of challenges has two factors of fight and flight. (18). In the study of Gray-Wilson, Cronbach’s alpha for coping, active avoidance, passive avoidance, fight, and flight was 0.71, 0.61, 0.58, 0.61, 0.65, 0.65, for males and 0.68, 0.53, 0.63, 0.71, 0.71, for females, respectively (19). For evaluating psychological characteristics in this questionnaire, Cronbach’s alpha for coping, active avoidance, passive avoidance, silence, fight, was 0.60, 0.54, 0.61, 0.66, 0.65 and 0.69 for males and 0.53, 0.57, 0.52, 0.64, and 0.64 for females respectively. Cronbach's alpha for this scale was 0.65 (21).

Questionnaire of TAS-20: It is a questionnaire with 20 items which was developed by Bagby, Taylor (11) and it measures alexithymia in three sub-scales; the scales of identifying senses (7 items), difficulty in describing sensations (5 items) and think about aim (8 items) by 5 scales of Likert from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree) (12). In the Persian version, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.85 for alexithymia and for three subscales of identifying senses, difficulties in describing sensations, and think about out was 0.82, 0.75, and 0.72, respectively, that was confirmed. As it was indicated by Hamidi and et al (15), Cronbach’s alpha of Persian version for identifying sensations is 74, for difficulty in describing sensations it is 0.61, and for external think is 0.50. Also he indicated that total reliability of Persian scale is 0.74 and for difficulty in identifying sensations it is 0.70, difficulty in identifying sensations is 0.64, and external think is 0.52. In the present research, Cronbach’s coefficient was 0.65.

Results

In table 1, descriptive data of the variables is presented. In the table, the means of behavioral activation, behavioral inhibition, fight-flight and mode alexithymia have been shown. In normal people, the values are ranged from 29.50 to 46.65. In addicted group, the values are ranged from 32.32 to 64.63.

Regarding the rates of F depicted in table 2, scores are as followed: behavioral activation (68.33), behavioral inhibition (41.31), fight-flight (18.73) and alexithymia (110.16) and sig of all of them are smaller than 0.001. So hypothesis of equality in means of behavioral activation, fight-flight, and alexithymia in behavioral inhibition addictive and normal people is rejected with high reliability.

Regarding the obtained results of multivariate analysis of variance of difficulty in identifying sensation, difficulty in describing sensations and focus on external experiences scores, the hypothesis of equality of means of these three variables are rejected (P<0.001, F=157.25 and F=11.19, respectively). The rate of these three variables scores in addictive people is more than, that of normal people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Normal group</th>
<th>Drug abused group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral activation</td>
<td>34.87±50.6</td>
<td>45.32±6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral inhibition</td>
<td>43.75±7.56</td>
<td>32.32±8.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight-flight</td>
<td>29.50±9.41</td>
<td>38.97±10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode alexithymia</td>
<td>46.65±8.47</td>
<td>64.63±6.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Results of multi-variance analysis of behavioral activation, fight-flight, and alexithymia for comparing mean score of addictive and normal people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean of squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral activation</td>
<td>2184.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2184.05</td>
<td>33.68</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral inhibition</td>
<td>2610.61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2610.61</td>
<td>41.31</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight-flight</td>
<td>1795.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1795.51</td>
<td>18.73</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode alexithymia</td>
<td>6444.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6444.05</td>
<td>110.16</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The findings of the present research indicated that addictive people in comparison with normal ones have higher activity and sensitivity in behavioral activation system. This finding is in agreement with (7-10, 18). To describe the difference, it can be said that based on the theory of sensitivity to reinforcement, normal and abnormal personality are in the same continuum. So those people who are in the extreme dimensions of behavioral activation system and behavioral inhibition system are confronting with extending pathology symptoms more than others (21). In the framework of psychopathology, by developing the theory of behavioral-cerebral systems theory, Gray believed that disordering is the...
reflection of reaction in one of the systems, dysfunction in a system, reaction or dysfunction in more than one system or dysfunction in a system, combining more or less reaction on addiction, and majority of findings about performance of this system are derived from human investigation related to dopamine. Dopamine routes about stimulus and emotion are important in a way that their main task is providing positive sensation such as experience, enjoyment, and reward (22). In other words, people with high sensitivity in BAS are more vulnerable for positive experience about stimulus and reward (7), so overcome to BAS and high sensitivity on reward signs show biological factors in people with tendency toward addiction.

Although high sensitivity of BAS is considered as a personality factor but this assumption cannot be ignored that high levels of BIS is because of drug abuse. Some studies indicated that personality dimensions of addictive people are changing during time (11, indicated by Potenza (1) By considering this point, we would have no certain conclusion about the relationship between BAS and addiction and it needs more investigations. Also other findings of the study are indicating that activity and sensitivity of normal people in inhibition system is higher than that of addictive people.

About differences of addictive and normal groups on inhibition system it can be said that based on Gray motivational theory (23), this system is a neurological system in which enjoyment signs are activated by its weakness which leads to releasing sensation in individual. Low sensitivity of this system can provide enjoyment and the possibility of altitude toward experience drugs is increased. (18) Some researchers believe that weakness of the system in addictive people is indicating their less sensitivity toward punishment and their problem in adopting with social punishment. But those people who have more active system have high anxiety and stress in confronting with cigarettes or drug which leads to flight from dangerous position which in turn brings them sensation of relaxation (24). Knyazey (25) is indicating the role of this system as a supportive factor in fact this system prevents individual from dangerous positions. Because of lack of emotional awareness and disability in cognitive process of their sensations these people cannot identify and describe their emotion and have a limited capability in adopting with challenged conditions. One of the methods for controlling of challenges especially about negative emotion is discharging and indicating to the emotion. If these emotions are not discharged and if they cannot indicate their negative emotions verbally depression and anxiety would increase (26), finally it may lead to drug consumption for decreasing these symptoms and reducing the rate of stress and anxiety.

**Conclusion**

About differences between groups we concluded that the rate activity of fight – flight system in addictive people in comparison with normal people is higher, so it can be said that regarding the revised theory of Gray, fight-flight system is responsible for answering to conditional and none conditional stimulus such as punishment (5). It is indicated that fear is a defensive reaction which is appeared by fight-flight system in a special position and is realized as a behavioral display. Drug abuse also is a kind of people's confrontation with stress which is appeared as negative emotions or avoidance (27). Also other findings of this study showed that addictive people are weaker than normal people in identifying, describing, and externally-oriented thinking of their emotions it can be said that Alexithymia is an emotional personality in which individual is unable in understanding and describing his/ her emotion. When exciting data cannot be measured in cognitive process, the
individual is cognitively and emotionally depressed and unable and this disability in adopting with their problem would disturb his/her organization of emotions.
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